Characterization of cerebrovascular reactivity after craniectomy for acute brain injury.
Analysis of slow waves in arterial blood pressure (ABP) and intracranial pressure (ICP) has been used as an index to describe cerebrovascular pressure-reactivity. It has been previously demonstrated that the pressure-reactivity index (PRx) can be used to reflect global cerebrovascular reactivity with changes in ABP. A positive PRx signifies a positive association between ABP and ICP, indicating a non-reactive vascular bed, while a negative PRx is reflective of intact cerebral autoregulation, where ABP waves provoke inversely correlated waves in ICP. To date, there has been no characterization of pressure-reactivity following decompressive craniectomy. In this prospective observational study, 33 patients who underwent surgery for acute brain injury with mass lesions for which the bone flap was left out were studied. The PRx was calculated as a moving correlation coefficient between 30 consecutive samples of values of ICP and ABP averaged for a period of 10 s. The time profiles of mean PRx values at 6-hourly intervals were analysed and compared with that in seven patients treated by medical therapy alone. The initial mean PRx 6 h after surgery was positive, indicative of disturbed pressure-reactivity. With time, PRx trended towards a more negative value, suggestive of an improving cerebrovascular autoregulatory reserve. The mean PRx 24 h after surgery was 0.28 (+/-0.26), while the mean PRx 72 h after surgery was 0.15 (+/-0.25) (p = 0.012). In contrast, the mean PRx in patients that were not decompressed did not change significantly with time (p = 0.357). Surgery in acute brain injury for which the bone flap is left out in anticipation of raised intracranial pressure in the postoperative period leads to an improved PRx as compared with controls. Craniectomy in this situation may have a contribution to the restoration of disturbed cerebrovascular pressure-reactivity.